The following are a list of resources that have been suggested for use by teachers when engaging with media literacy concepts with students. These resources are not aligned to a specific media literacy concept, but are suggested for use in classrooms. We encourage teachers to obtain a firm grasp on a key media literacy competency to find ways to incorporate aspects of media literacy into their existing coursework. There are plenty of tools out there that we sure will be helpful, and we trust that teachers will know what will serve their students best. That said, this is a broad and living document that we hope to continue refining with you, over time.
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The ILMLC work is in partnership with
Reflect
6 lesson plans for reflecting on persuasive current media texts
mindovermedia.tv

Act
Lesson plan for civic action as part of media literacy courses
icivics.org/getstarted

Evaluate
Tools for evaluating reliable access
newslit.org/newslit-nation/#tools

Create
A toolkit for high school media making course
rb.gy/elplmj

Analyze
Collection of tools and lessons to analyze media messages
newseumed.org/medialiteracy

Access
Tools for evaluating reliable access
newslit.org/newslit-nation/#tools

- ILMLC Framework
  ilmlc.org/declaration
- ML 5 critical questions
  tinyurl.com/MLCriticalQ
- National ML core principles
  namle.net/resources/core-principles/
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- Media literacy toolkit from Illinois Civics Hub
  https://www.illinoiscivics.org/standards/media-literacy-toolkit/

- Curriculum Materials & Teaching Resources from Media Education Lab
  https://mediaeducationlab.com/curriculum/materials

- Media evaluation lessons from Project Look Sharp

- Find lessons & resources from MediaSmarts
  https://mediasmarts.ca/teacher-resources/find-lesson

- Lesson plan media literacy from PBS Newshour Classroom
  https://www.pbs.org/newshour/classroom/2021/02/lesson-plan-media-literacy-news-thats-nice-to-know-news-you-need-to-know/
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